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Lesson Objective: To explore different Olympic
sports and use this information to design a new
game.



What did we look at last week in PE? 

Last week in PE, we
looked at ‘The Olympics’
and explored the
different logos that
have been used for
previous Olympic games.
You then designed your
own Olympics logo. They
looked great!



Olympic Sports

• Today in PE, we are going to look at the different sports
that are played at the Olympic games.

• As a starter, see if you can write down 5 sports that are
played at the Olympics. Try to think of ones that are played
on the track, on sand and also in the water.



Olympic Sports

These pictures
on the left are
of Olympic
sports. See if
you can work out
what the sports
are.



Olympic Sports

• Some of the most famous Olympic events include short
distanced sprints, long jump, high jump and swimming.

• To find out other events/games that were played at the
most recent Olympics please use the link below. It might be
a good idea to make some notes of all the different events
that are in the video.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sScmlHXuPGI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sScmlHXuPGI


Time to design your own Olympic game

• Today in PE I would like you to create your own Olympic Sport.
You need to consider what the objective of the game is, what the
rules are and where the game will be played.

• When you have thought of your Olympic Sport please draw what
it would look like and colour it in too. Remember to describe your
game underneath.

• Challenge: If you have space at home maybe you could try your
Olympic game out. I would love to see some pictures of this.


